
ART 323A Spring 2016 

Instructor: Prof. Yoon Han 

Magazine Design 

 

1. Work-in-progress of your Magazine 
Design (two design ideas) 
Please carefully read the instructions of the SPD Student Design Competition 2016 
and follow their rules. Among five categories, you need to narrow down to one or two 
categories, brainstorm ideas and concepts, create contents, and start design. 

In this Work-in-progress of your Magazine design, you should have at least two design 
directions (each 4 pages x 2 = 8 pages) These two design directions can have totally 
different contents but in the same layout, or it can have the same contents but different 
layouts. It is up to your design direction and ideations. You should have fixed all your strong 
ideas on the design directions at this moment, and need to include text and images at this 
moment. Images might need more work but in this work-in-progress, the fundamental idea 
on the image manipulations should be clearly seen. 

In the next class, we will have a group critique, and narrow down to the best design among 
your two or more design directions. 

Please submit your work-in-progress of your word+image booklet design as a single PDF 
file. 

Due: 1pm, March 17th, 2016 (Total 5 points) 

	  
	  

2. Final Magazine design (both in hard 
copy and electronic files) 
Please submit your final version of Magazine Design in Both hard copy and electronic file(s). 

Keep in mind that we will have one last group/individual critique with this version before the 
submission deadline of the student design competition. The submission entries must be 
received by 5pm, Monday, April 4th, 2016 in New York, thus, you need to send your 
materials at least Monday, March 28th, 2016. 



 

The electronic file submission should have 4 pages (2 spread) in a single PDF file.  

Due: 1pm, March 24th, 2016 (Total 10 points) 

 

3. Very final magazine design + SPD 
Competition Submission 
Based on our group critiques, please submit your "very final" magazine design (2 spreads) 
in a single PDF file here. Also, please submit your proof that you submit your work to SPD 
Student Design Competition 2016 successfully by April 4th, 2016. Please keep in mind 
that their "delivery" deadline is April 4th, 2016 at 5pm (EST), so you need to at least mail 
your CD / prints around March 28th, 2016 to make a safe delivery.  

 

Final Deliverables: 

- 1 single PDF file of your "very final" magazine design (4 pages / 2 spreads) 

- Any proof(s) that you submitted the competition (e.g. a copy of postmarked mail receipt, a 
copy of entry form and entry fee receipt, photos of your mail materials, etc.) Submit it as 
image files. 

 

Due: 1pm, April 7th, 2016 (Total 3 points) 
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ENTER
and 
you could win:

$2,500  
in cash prizes

a summer 
internship at 
a major 
magazine

2016



THE SOCIETY OF PUBLICATION DESIGNERS serves the community of editorial art directors, photo editors and designers. Each year, 
SPD sponsors a publication design competition that recognizes the best work done by professionals for magazines, newspapers and 
other periodicals. This work includes design, illustration and photography and is published in the Society’s hardcover Publication 
Design Annual.

Students now have the opportunity to be part of this world-class competition. Entries will be judged against other student work 
entered in the same category. The jury includes some of the most distinguished publication designers; many of these judges also 
spend some of their time in the classroom instructing young designers. The first, second, and third place winners will be honored 
with an Award of Excellence and an invitation to the Society of Publication Designers’ Annual Awards Gala in May 2016 in New York 
City. At the Gala, the first-place winner will be presented with The Mitch Shostak Award—a $2,500 prize—and a summer internship 
at a top magazine in New York. There will also be second- and third-place prizes of $1,000 and $500, respectively. All award-winning 
work will be printed in the Society of Publication Designers’ PUB 51 Design Annual (often leading to jobs!). 
Please note: This competition is open to undergraduate college students only. International students welcome! 

1. CHOOSE:
Select a project from one of the five categories listed on 
the next page (News, How-To..., Adventure, Entertainment, 
Sports). 

2. DESIGN:
Create a 4-page story (two spreads) on the project you 
choose. Each page measures 8” x 10”, so a spread is  
16” x 10”. Original photography or illustration is required for 
one category, but not all; it is welcome in every category 
though, if appropriate. You may enter more than one 
design in the same or different categories.  

3. SUBMIT: 
Either printed material or digital files as follows: 

Printed Material:
Full-size spreads, not reduced copies. DO NOT MOUNT  
THE WORK TO ANY TYPE OF BOARD. Staple the spreads 
together in the upper left-hand corner. Tape a copy of your 
completed entry form to the back of each submission. 

PDF:
You MUST include your name somewhere on each spread 
in 4pt type. Each file MUST be named “First_Lastname.
pdf” Entries should be full-size spreads, print quality, 300 
dpi, PDF files (all fonts embedded). Burn all submissions to 
a CD. It is ok to put multiple entries on one CD. Include a 
printed copy of the entry form for each entry. Mark clearly 
the name of the school and students’ last name(s) on CD.

4. SEND: 
Mail all entries with completed entry and payment forms to: 
The Society of Publication Designers  
27 Union Square West, Suite 207 
New York, NY 10003

Entries must be received by 5:00PM, Monday April 4, 2016

Please read this over carefully and stay within the 
guidelines. SPD reserves the right to disqualify any 
miscategorized or incomplete entries. For further details, 
FAQs, tips, and past winners go to spd.org/student-outreach

How To Enter

is given to the top winner of 
the Student Design Competition 
to honor his life, work and 
dedication to education. Over the 
years, Mitch was an invaluable 
part of the SPD family. Through 
his contributions to the industry 
he received numerous design 
awards and was revered by his 
peers as a mentor and friend. 
Shostak taught publication 
design at the School of  
Visual Arts in New York City. 

is given to honor the life and 
work of Bruce W. Honeycutt, the 
former Art Director of Details 
magazine. His redesign of the 
men’s magazine helped it earn 
accolades such as “Magazine of 
the Year” from Advertising Age 
and “Top Hottest Magazine” from 
Adweek. Honeycutt also taught 
publication design at the School 
of Visual Arts. 

The Mitch 
Shostak 
Award 

The B.W. 
Honeycutt 
Award 

NOTES: Good luck on entering the Society of Publication Designers’ (SPD) annual Student Design Competition. If you are selected as a winner and awarded a summer internship, please be aware that you are responsible for making the necessary arrangements to 
commence the internship in a timely manner. Once you start your internship, it is understood that you will abide by the terms and conditions of the program as required by your host company.  Cancellation or termination of the internship for any reason will not 
be considered to be the responsibility of SPD.
Furthermore, by participating in the competition you agree to release and hold SPD, its officers, directors, employees, agents and contractors harmless from any and all losses, damages, rights and actions of any kind (including reasonable attorneys’ fees) in con-
nection with, or resulting from, participation in the competition including—without limitation—personal injuries, death, property damages and any claims by third parties or otherwise based on publicity rights, defamation, copyright, trademark, invasion of privacy 
or other violations of law relating to your participation in the competition or, if successful, the summer internship.



This independent magazine is for 
young professionals who love to 
explore cities around the world. It 
covers food, where to sightsee and 
places to stay. It features beautiful 
photography and in-depth 
reporting on cultural hotspots 
such as museums and historic 
landmarks. 

HEADLINE Exploring (Name of city 
or site)

BYLINE By The Editors

DESIGN a two-spread feature for 
this magazine focusing on a specif-
ic area that is special to a city, such 
as a certain neighborhood, muse-
um or a natural landscape. Think 
about ways to incorporate side-
bars, timelines, and tips to make 
this a fun, easy design, accessible 
to the audience. Consider produc-
ing your own photography to give 
your design a fresh and creative 
approach to your city or location  
you choose.

Adventure/
Travel Magazine

This new hip and fun magazine 
for the recent graduate has  
a broad topic reach on  
how to improve your home,  
life and career. 

HEADLINE (Fill in Blank) Like 
a Pro.

DECK Follow these few simple 
steps to become a master.   

BYLINE By F. C. Williams 

DESIGN a two-spread feature in 
this magazine that gives step-
by-step instructions on how to 
master the topic of your choice. 
You might want to include 
original illustrations, schematics 
and sidebars to make it easier 
to follow. Think of an innovative 
and fun way to approach your 
topic. You don’t actually have 
to write the story, but use real 
text in display type.

This edgy news magazine is geared 
to the young professional covering 
current events, politics, culture and 
even the arts. In its pages you’ll 
find hard-hitting interviews often 
with some of the most famous and 
infamous international figures.

HEADLINE (Name) Talks

DECK (You write the deck).

BYLINE By Janet Marion 

DESIGN a two-spread feature for this 
magazine that is a Q&A interview 
with the person of your choice (it 
can be a real person or somebody 
you’ve made up). You don’t have to 
fit all your questions on two spreads, 
just imagine these 2 spreads are the 
first in a longer story. Consider using 
innovative infographics, charts and 
sidebars, and original illustrations.

News  
Magazine

LAST YEAR’S WINNERS  See more past winners at spd.org/student-outreach

Sports/Fitness 
Magazine

How-To...  
Magazine

A hip, clever, sometimes sharp-
tongued magazine, it focuses 
on music, movies and television, 
with reviews, investigative stories, 
interviews and reader polls. This 
magazine isn’t afraid to poke fun 
at the subjects it profiles.

HEADLINE A look back at (Name of 
person/group)

DECK He/She/They have forever 
changed the landscapre of (genre).

BYLINE By James Rodgers

DESIGN a two-spread feature 
that covers a person’s or group’s 
legacy in music, TV or film. Think 
of creative ways to illustrate and 
design for your topic that will grab 
the attention of the reader. Consider 
adding infographics, timelines 
or sidebars to help tell the story. 
It doesn’t even have to be a real 
celebrity—just make  
it convincing.  
You must create your own 
photography or illustrations for 
this category.

This publication is a must-read for 
young athletes and people obsessed 
with sports and the lifestyle 
associated with them. It reviews new 
products, covers competitions and 
goes around the world to explore 
sports and fitness. It also contains 
interviews of star athletes, fitness 
experts as well as kids in the park.

HEADLINE (Name of Sport/Fitness 
Trend): Extreme Rush OR (Name of 
sport/fitness Trend): The Thrill of It

BYLINE By Jane Johnson

DESIGN a two-spread feature of 
a sports/fitness figure, or sport/
fitness regimen, with an emphasis 
on lifestyle and attitude. You can 
highlight the person’s athletic prow-
ess or focus on a specific discipline. 
As with every category, you don’t 
have to write the story, but use real 
text in display type. Remember, if 
your design is of a sports or fitness 
figure it doesn’t have to be a real 
person. Consider producing your 
own photography to make your 
design unique.

Entertainment 
Magazine

Categories

FIRST PLACE WINNER  
Mitch Shostak Award
Mary Kate Henry
Kutztown University
Junior

SECOND PLACE
B.W. Honeycutt Award 
Jordane Roberts
Norwich Universtiy  
of the Arts,
Final Year Adam Leisenring

THIRD PLACE
Adam Leisenring
Kutztown University
Junior

* A spread consists of two side-by-side pages; in this case, each page measures 8" x 10". The spread itself will measure 16" x 10".



NAME 

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE/ZIP

TELEPHONE

E-MAIL

SCHOOL

SCHOOL’S ADDRESS

SCHOOL’S ADDRESS (LINE 2)

SCHOOL’S CITY/STATE/ZIP

SCHOOL’S TELEPHONE

CURRENT SCHOOL YEAR (i.e. Freshman)

YEAR OF GRADUATION

INSTRUCTOR’S NAME + TITLE

INSTRUCTOR’S SIGNATURE

INSTRUCTOR’S EMAIL ADDRESS (must include)

CATEGORY FOR THIS ENTRY (check one)
  NEWS             HOW-TO             ADVENTURE/TRAVEL             ENTERTAINMENT              SPORTING 

TITLE FOR THIS ENTRY:

SOURCES (If your entry uses professional photography or art, please include the name of the artist, and the 
title and date of its publication or stock agency it was derived from. This credit information is required for pub-
lication in the SPD Annual. If you created your own photography or illustrations, please indicate that as well.)

ENTRY FORM
Submissions must be approved by a design 
professor or teacher. All entries with completed 
forms must be received, with entry fees receipt, at 
the SPD offices,27 Union Square West, Suite 207, 
New York, NY 10003 by Monday, April 4, 2016. 

For more information and helpful tips refer to: 
http://www.spd.org/competitions/student.php 
Any further questions can be sent to 
spdstudentoutreach@gmail.com.

All winners will be notified by telephone and email 
by Friday, April 15, 2016. Winning designs will be 
posted on the SPD website later that month. 

YOU MUST ATTACH THE FORM AT RIGHT TO THE BACK OF EACH ENTRY.

APRIL 4TH 

2016
 Deadline

PAYMENT
ONLINE ONLY Go to: bit.ly/pay2016
(You must include your receipt  
with entries. Attach one copy with  
entire set of entries)

*Join SPD (or renew) as a student 
member! (optional)
Just $50 if you attend school or live in the Tri-State area ($40 outside the area) 
for one year. Membership includes free admission to all SPD-U student events, a 
complimentary copy of the upcoming SPD Annual, 3 free entries to this Student 
Design Competition, and more! See spd.org/join for full benefits.

Payment Worksheet:
NUMBER OF ENTRIES:                                                       x   $10.00 =

TRI-STATE MEMBERSHIP (NY/NJ/CT)          (number of students)    x   $50.00 =             

NON TRI-STATE MEMBERSHIP                 (number of students)    x   $40.00 =             

                                       Total:

                                    Less free member entries (up to 3 maximum):

                                                                        TOTAL PAYMENT DUE:

FEE PER ENTRY
$10.00

3 FREE Entries For SPD Student Members*

The Society
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$2500
in cash prizes
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Ian Doherty
Art Director  

Food Network Magazine

Clinton Cargill
Photo Director  

Bloomberg Businessweek

CO-CHAIRS

Please print clearly. We will use this info to contact you if you are a winner.



Tips for Award-Winning Entries Part of creating excellent design is in the details. 

January signals a new era for our nation. An inside look at how this 
historic moment will touch each of our lives.
BY  ISABELLA GARDNER

30

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN TEPPICH

30

DAFT PUNK FINALLY OPEN UP

AND TELL HOW THEY PLAN TO 
STAY ON TOP  

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAN MONICK

a FUTURE OF PROMISE and HOPE

President Obama declared Friday that the Unit-
ed States has now “begun the work of ending this 
war” in Iraq as he announced the withdrawal of 
most American forces by the summer of next year 
while leaving behind as many as 50,000 troops 
for more liited missions. Nearly six years after 
American troops crossed the border into Iraq to 
topple Saddam Hussein, Mr. Obama said “re-
newed cause for hope”

rom now on the United States has now 
“begun the work of ending this war” in 
Iraq as he announced the withdrawal of 
most American forces by the summer of 
next year while leaving behind as many 
as 50,000 troops for more limited mis-
sions.Nearly six years after American 
troops crossed the border into Iraq to 
topple Saddam Hussein, Mr. Obama 
said “renewed cause for hope” produced 
by improved security would allow Amer-

clared Friday that the United States has now “begun the work of ending this 
war” in Iraq as he announced the withdrawal of most American forces by the 
summer of next year while leaving behind as many as 50,000 troops.     
     For more limited missions.Nearly six years after American troops crossed 
the border into Iraq to topple Saddam Hussein, Mr. Obama said “renewed 
cause for hope” produced by improved security would allow Americans to 
begin disentangling militarily and rines stationed here. “By August 31, 2010, 

clared Friday that the United States has now “begun the work of ending 
this war” in Iraq as he announced the withdrawal of most American forces 
by the summer of next year while leaving behind as many as 50,000 troops 
for more limited missions.Nearly six years after American troops crossed the 
border into Iraq to topple Saddam Hussein, Mr. Obama said “renewed cause 
for hope” produced by improved security would allow Americans to begin 
disentangling militarily and rines stationed here. “By August 31, 2010, our 
combat mission in Iraq will end.”� e “transitional force” he will .
     Left behind will no longer participate in major combat missions but in-
stead train and advise Iraqi security forces, hunt down terrorist cells and pro-
tect American civilian and military personnel working in Iraq. Mr. Obama 
promised that all of them will leave as well by December 2011 in accordance 
with a security agreement with Iraq negotiated by President George W. Bush 
before he left offi  ce last month.At the same time, Mr. Obama vowed to con-
tinue the American commitment to building a new Iraqi society and to reset-
tling millions of displaced Iraqis still away from homeelsewhere in their own 
nation or in neighboring countries. And he promised to escalate diplomatic 
involvement in the broader region, including new lines of communication 
with Iran and Syria.“Every nation and every group must know whether you 

clared Friday that the United States has now “begun the work of ending this 
war” in Iraq as he announced the withdrawal of most American forces by the 
summer of next year while leaving behind as many as 50,000 troops for more 
limited missions.Nearly six years after American troops crossed the border 
into Iraq to topple Saddam Hussein, Mr. Obama said “renewed cause for 
hope” produced by improved security would allow Americans to begin disen-
tangling militarily and rines stationed here. “By August 31, 2010, our combat 
mission in Iraq will end.” � e “transitional force” he will lebehind will no lon-
ger participate in major combat missions but instead train and advise  
     Iraqi security forces, hunt down terrorist cells and protect American civilian 
and military personnel working in Iraq. Mr. Obama promised that all of them 
will leave as well by December 2011 in accordance with a security agreement 
with Iraq negotiated by President George W. Bush before he left offi  ce last 
month.At the same time, Mr. Obama vowed to continue the American com-
mitment to building a new Iraqi society and to resettling millions of displaced 
Iraqis still away from homeelsewhere in their own nation or in neighboring 
countries. And he promised to escalate diplomatic involvement in the broader 
region, including new lines of communication with Iran and Syria.“Every 
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A NEW ERA
President Barack Obama addresses 
supporters and members of the press, 
Chicago, IL , October 2008
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Daft Punk steadfastly refuses to obey conventional 
rules of dance music. Unlike so much of the homoge-
nized club fodder today, their music is carefully thought 
out and sculpted. They prefer to sample themselves 
rather than routinely sample the music of others, and 
they take time recording their albums, as evidenced by 
the four-year gap between their debut Homework and 
their sophomore effort, Discovery, a CD that took more 
than two years to create. And while the lads could be 
considered gearheads, they are not consumed by the 
technical process of constructing their music; rather, 
they mesh the worlds of analog and digital sounds into 
an eclectic, tongue-in-cheek blend.
Listening to Discovery, it is obvious that this French 
group appreciates ‘70s funk and disco, but by the pro-
duction techniques they employ, and the interweaving 
of other genres, such as rock and ‘80s pop, the end prod-
uct could only come from the current decade. The CD 
is a kind of retro-futurist manifesto. “A mix between 
the past and the future, maybe the present,” offers Guy-
Manuel de Homem-Christo, on the phone from the 
Paris studio he shares with bandmate Thomas Bangalter. 
One tune exemplifying such an aural amalgamation 
is the instrumental “Aerodynamic,” a track that builds 
off a funky groove, breaks for some metallic, two-hand 
tapping on electric guitar, then fuses both approaches 
together before segueing into a spacier electronic end-
ing. Somehow, it all works.

Discovery is an evolutionary leap forward from 
Homework. Whereas Daft Punk’s debut worked off of 
minimal elements, repeating certain loops and musical 
phrases over 10-minute cycles, the duo’s new album 
takes myriad ideas and crams them into three- and four-

minute nuggets — except the closing track, a 10-minute 
piece called “Too Long” that serves as an in-joke for 
ardent fans.

“Every track has been worked really precisely, every 
track is a mixture of many different experiments and 
tricks,” remarks de Homem-Christo. “It was much more 
complicated making this than Homework. It was really 
like jewelry work, working precisely; so many different 
production techniques even in one track.”

The individual moods of the songs vary as well. “One 
More Time” is a perky party tune featuring Vocoded 
male vocals from Romanthony. “Superheroes” sounds 
like a house variation on classic “Tangerine Dream,” fea-
turing a dreamy montage of looped vocals. On the mel-

lower side, “Something About Us” explores a languid 
jazz/R&B vibe, while the interlude “Nightvision” offers 
a tranquil ambient experience enhanced by the gentle 
heartbeat rhythm of a muted kick drum. Ultimately, 
each composition is a world of its own.lower side, 
“Something About Us” explores a languid jazz/R&B 
vibe, while the interlude “Nightvision” offers.

A surprising and refreshing revelation about Daft Punk 
is that they play and sample their own instruments; 
there are live keyboards, guitar and bass involved. Many 
of those parts are then sampled and resampled, but de 
Homem-Christo estimates that half of the sampled 
material on Discovery was actually played live originally. 
“I play more guitar usually,” he says, “and Thomas plays 
more keyboards and bass.” But they both play all three 
instruments. “There’s no ego involved. We don’t argue 
about who’s playing what. You can get the sound of a 
guitar with a keyboard, or the opposite. We don’t really 
care about who’s doing what as long as it’s well-done. At 
the same time, when you use samples, you don’t have 
this problem. When you use a sampler, nobody plays on 
it, so the problem of the ego of the musician is not really 
there. For everything that we do, no matter how you get 
to the results, the important thing is the result.”

Discovery includes only four outside samples — not 
much for a contemporary dance record. “Around this, 
we play all the instruments, which are mainly vintage 
keyboards and guitars, so it’s a mixture of a few samples 
and us playing around it. We don’t always use the origi-
nal sounds of the keyboards or the guitars, because we 
put on so many effects or distortions so that sometimes 
you think it’s a guitar but maybe it’s not.”

The duo uses many different samplers, preferring 
warm-sounding analog gear, including a Roland S-760, 
an Ensoniq ASR X, a Roland MPC and an E-mu 
SP-1200 drum machine. They use individual pieces of 
gear, depending upon what they can lend to a track. 
“To get homogeneity, we put a sample on a sample, or 
we play guitar and keyboard parts and try to sample 
and resample to get a homogenic sound,” explains de 
Homem-Christo. “It’s really easy to sample something 
but really hard to find a good sample.” 
The French twosome also like to alter their original.     

For instruments; source material to create something 
new, it’s a synth or a guitar. “We don’t use too much of 
the original. sound it’s really more about how we put 
effects on it after that,” he explains. “It’s not like we’re 
making a track and saying, ‘Oh yes, I need a Flying V 
on this one.’ We take a guitar we have [usually a Fender 
Stratocaster] and theeffects.”

The key principle that de Homem-Christo repeatedly 
invokes in discussing Daft Punk’s compositional ap-
proach is bricolage, a French term referring to the art of 
taking found materials (in this case, found sounds) and 
incorporating them into something new. “Sometimes 
we use an instrument in a way that it was never created 
for,” he explains. “Some people might say, ‘You’re doing 
something wrong using this effect like that,’ but we 
always try to do different tricks and techniques that are 
maybe a little bit wild for usual sound engineers. But 
by experimenting with some crazy ideas, you find some 
crazy sounds.”

To get those sounds, the pair uses many vintage 
keyboards, including Korg, Roland and Moog gear from 
the ‘70s. “We use the big ones that were used in the ‘70s, 
like the Juno. It depends on how you use it — if you put 
a distortion effect on a Juno, you can’t tell it’s a Juno.” 
Their main synths include a TR-909, TR-808, Juno-
106, ARP Odyssey, E-mu 3 and AMS Phasers.

In at least one instance on Discovery, Daft Punk used a 
vintage keyboard to evoke a specific artist from another 
era. “On ‘Digital Love,’ you get this Supertramp vibe on 
the bridge,” remarks de Homem-Christo. “We didn’t 
sample Supertriginal Wurlitzer piano they used, so 
we thought it would be more fun to have the original 
instrument and mess around with it. We use mainly 
vintage synthesizers, like older electric pianos like the 
Rhodes, Wurlitzer, Clavinet. We didn’t use the Clavinet 
on Discovery, but I usually use it in my.By experiment-
ing with some crazy ideas, you find some crazy sounds.

An important influence on Daft Punk’s music is FM 
radio compression. The sound of compressed music 
over the airwaves has beguiled the duo since their early 
years, particularly the sonic attack in a powerful car 
stereo system, that “big sound and enormous voice.” De 
Homem-Christo observes that “on some other projects, 
we noticed that what we liked the best was the compres-
sion, so we began to learn how to use the compression 
and got into compressors and how to use them. Some 
people like the really good sound of a guitar, and we re-
ally like the sound of compression in general. That’s one 
of the biggest loves we have in music-making, especially 
the U.S. FM radio sounds where the compression is 

making everything. Sometimes you like it so much that 
you’re really disappointed when you buy the CD.”

In their own music, Daft Punk uses a number of differ-
ent compressors. “We have a really small compressor, the 
Alesis 3630, which is $300. That’s the main one we radio 
sounds where the compression is making everything. 
Sometimes you like it so much used on Homework 
and Discovery. The one we used the most is one of the 
cheapest ones on the market. It’s really funny; it’s the 
bricolage thing. Sometimes you don’t have to have the 
most expensive equipment to make good music.” To fur-
ther his point, de Homem-Christo reveals that an early 
Daft Punk single (a pre-Homework release) was created 
simply using an Akai S01 sampler, an Alesis MicroVerb 
3 sound processor, an Alesis MMT-8 sequencer and a 
Mini-Moog synth. “It sounded great to us,” he says.

Given the complexity of their music in terms of sonic 
construction, does the Daft duo keep logs of everything 
that they do? “We remember most of the parts, but 
sometimes we don’t remember exactly what effects were 
on it,” admits de Homem-Christo. “Knowing that each 
track you get so much different stuff in it, it’s hard to 
remember. Sometimes you get real nice mistake. 

 “SOMETIMES WE USE AN INSTRUMENT IN A 
WAY THAT IT WAS NEVER CREATED FOR”

Spread
Two facing pages

Folio
The page number can also include a 
Running Foot which contains the 

month and name of the publication.

Byline
Who wrote the story. It can also serve 

as an interesting design element.

Deck or Dek
A short sentence 
on what the 
article is about 
to lure the reader 
into reading the 
story. Also can 
be an added 
design element in 
conjunction with 
the headline.

Captions
Tell what the 
image is about 
and gives the 
reader added 
ways to get into 
the story.

Pull Quote
A graphic element that breaks 

up a large amount of body copy 
and gives the reader another 

way to get into the story.

Sidebars
Give added layers to the layout 
by pulling out important 
information, tips or an additional 
thought to the story.

Body Copy
The main text of the story. For your 
entry in the competition, you don’t 
have to write or use an existing story. 
Use “dummy” or placeholder text.

BONUS TIP:
Consider collaborating 

with a photo student and 
direct them on creating 

original images to use for 
your design.

White Space
Opens up the layout 
and gives the reader 
a place to “rest” and 

creates interesting 
graphic shapes.

Drop Cap
A graphic element 

that gives the reader 
a clear place to  

start reading.

Be sure to check out spd.org/student-outreach for more great tips and helpful information.
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